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“Escape By Night”, Is Story Of Double-Cross

“Escape By Night,” a film loaded with excitement and adventure arrives at the Theatre, The gripping story focuses on the conflict of a group of convicts hiding out in a deserted barn. Their escape is part of a daringly executed plan by an outside mob to free a dangerous criminal.

There is an obvious clash of characters among the fugitives as the background of each prisoner is cleverly revealed by flashbacks. One is a suave thief whose crime is pick-pocketing. Another accidentally killed a man with a fireplace poker when he found this intruder attacking his wife.

Among the hardened men are the lifers, the three-time losers and one murderer in particular; the latter is a man whose gang has planned the escape.

The flashbacks which occur between these men of different natures and their varying wish or reluctance to be hijacked into an unwilling escape and its consequences are the central focal points of the web of violence unraveled in “Escape By Night.” The film stars Terence Longdon, Jennifer Jayne and Harry Fowler. It was produced by Maurice J. Wilson and directed by Montgometry Tully for Allied Artists release.

UNIQUE ESCAPE TOLD IN FILM

One of the most daring and different prison breaks ever attempted is excitedly portrayed in “Escape By Night,” the action-packed suspense drama coming to the Theatre.

Whereas most breaks are planned and executed from the inside, this one is plotted by the outside mob of a ruthless murderer who is desperate to escape.

The means of escape is unique and the action is fast and moving from the beginning of the break to its violent and devastating ending.

THE CAST

Martin Lord – TERENCE LONGDON
Nita Lord – JENNIFER JAYNE
Doug Roberts – HARRY FOWLER
Victor Lush – PETER SALLIS
Ronald Grey-Simmons – ALAN WHEATELY
Mrs. Grey-Simmons – VANDA GODSELL
Ernie Peel – MILDRED TURNER
Mrs. Peel – HILDA FENMORE
Sydney Selwyn – MARK DIGMANN
Inspector – WALTER BOWEN
Danny Watts – RICHARD CARPENTER
George Brett – STANLEY MEADOWS
Hovsley – ROBERT BROWN
Bart Rennison – TOM BOWMAN
The Intruder – RAY AMSTEN

PRISON BREAKS – INGENIOUS?

Whenever the front pages of the nation’s newspapers cover a prison break the convicts is revealed, have had help from an outside source. News stories describe how some weapon, blunt instrument, or sharp article was skillfully smuggled in past the watchful eye of prison guards.

One of the most thrilling and unique prison breaks on record occurs in the suspenseful thriller, “Escape By Night,” when a group of prisoners without any assistance escape from a maximum security prison and virtually disappear off the face of the earth. Their escape scheme derived little benefit from traditional sources but was part of a more ingenious plan aimed at clearing a powerful ghastly back to the underworld.

“Escape By Night,” is a tense action-packed drama and stars Terence Longdon, Jennifer Jayne and Harry Fowler. It was produced by Maurice J. Wilson and directed by Montgomery Tully for Allied Artists release.

TERROR HIGHLIGHTS NEW ESCAPE FILM

The anatomy of a double-cross among a group of escaped convicts desperately hiding out in a deserted barn is revealed in the exciting action-filled drama, “Escape By Night,” coming to the Theatre.

A hijacked busload of fugitives unsuspectingly are led to freedom through the efforts of an outside mob who are planning to free their gangster boss. The other prisoners react to the sudden situation of the escape according to their different natures—some go along, others rebel. This results in clashes of characters, with much conflict and double-crossing. Based on a true story, these exciting incidents build up to a chain reaction of violent and ruthless events which culminate in a spectacular ending. "Escape By Night," stars Terence Longdon, Jennifer Jayne and Harry Fowler. It is an Allied Artists release, produced by Maurice J. Wilson and directed by Montgomery Tully.

FIERY FRUSTRATION

Producer – MAURICE J. WILSON
Director – MONTGOMERY TULLY
Musical – PHILIP MARSH
Music Composed By – JOHN VEALE
Sceneplay – MAURICE J. WILSON
Lighting Cameraman – GEOFFREY FAITHFULL
Production Mgr. – PETER RUSSELL
Editor – MAURICE ROOTES
Dubbing Editor – ALASTAIR McINTYRE

“CLASH BY NIGHT”
by Rupart Crooke

Art Director – FRANK WHITE
1st Asst. Dircr. – DAVID TRINGHAM
Camera Operator – ALAN MCKABE
Sound Recordist – J. B. SMITH
Sound Supervisor – A. W. WATKINS
Continuity – JANE BUCK
Make-Up – SID TURNER
Wardrobe – MASADA WILMOT

TERENCE LONDDON, a prisoner on his way to jail, is restrained by Richard Carpenter, a young prison officer, from rushing back into a burning barn to save his fellow prisoners in this tense scene from the thrilling suspense-drama, “Escape By Night,” also starring Jennifer Jayne and Harry Fowler, an Allied Artists release.
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